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Get More Reach150 Recommendations… Automatically! 
 

Did you know that FNF Operations utilizing Campus can send out a closed escrow 

survey to their clients? Did you know that these surveys are sent automatically as 

soon as a transaction is marked closed in the production system? Did you know 

that Campus has taken this one step further, and can request recommendations 

for Reach 150 directly through the closed escrow survey? 

 

The integration of these two systems have taken the effort off the escrow and sales 

staff, and made it incredibly easy to receive more recommendations to build up 

your online reputation. If your operation is using the closed escrow survey piece of 

Campus, we can request permission to publish recommendations directly to your 

Reach150 page, automatically. Once a week, these survey results are 

downloaded from Campus, and uploaded to Reach150! 

 

Below is an example of what a survey looks like when the agent receives it, along 

with a sample question. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, below is an example of what a returned survey result looks like to 

users in Campus. Once this is downloaded by the Campus team, it is uploaded 

to Reach150 and published (once approved by compliance) to the user’s 

Reach150 page! 
 



 

 

For additional information related to Campus, Closed Escrow Surveys, or 

Reach150, please contact your FNTG Connect Team Representative or 

contact fntgconnect@fnf.com! Jordan is one of my favorite people 

;)…Communicative, Efficient and a Great Sense ofHumor! 

 

Update for Inquisio: 

Due to recent data privacy regulations, Inquiso has elected to temporary halt data 

transmission requests to our users. Inquiso is actively working through a plan to prorate 

and refund any remaining balances. Users will be notified once their account has 

been credited. 

Inquiso has been turned off in FNTG Connect, so you will not be able to make any 

referrals through the system. 
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